1. Let f(x) be a real function defined over the closed interval [a, b] and differentiable at each point of the interval. The following is a well-known classical theorem.
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DARBOUX'S THEOREM. If £, r)<E [a, b] and $'(%) = c, f(ri) (or Ip>) , which is also a point of the set E' a p. This contradicts the mode of construction for {ip}-Further, by the same reason, I P and Ip> can not be abutting. Therefore, the set of the open sub-intervals {Ip} corresponding to the set CE' a p is a countable set of nonoverlapping and nonabutting open sub-intervals {ii} in the space [a, b] . Let the complementary set of {/*} with respect to [a, b] be G. Then G is closed. And E a $ is metrically dense everywhere in G, since, for any point Q<EG, ffl,(UQr\Eap) >0 is satisfied for any arbitrary neighborhood of Q. This proves the theorem. 
